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Professional Psychology in Health Care Services: A Blueprint for Education and Training

Health Service Psychology Education Collaborative
Psychologists' competent delivery of health services depends on the quality of their education and training. An aspirational blueprint for change in graduate education takes shape out of a collaboration among the American Psychological Association, the Council of Chairs of Training Councils, and the Council of Graduate Departments of Psychology. At the center of this coherent vision are well-articulated competencies and the field's need to self-regulate.

An Integrative Process Model of Leadership: Examining Loci, Mechanisms, and Event Cycles

Marion B. Eberly, Michael D. Johnson, Morela Hernandez, and Bruce J. Avolio
How does leadership evolve? Rather than being a static trait, leadership is presented as a dynamic process that occurs among leaders, followers, dyads, collectives, and contexts. A process model integrating locus (source) and mechanism (transmission) may elucidate the psychological interactive processes that determine leadership.

Beyond Storm and Stress: Typicality, Transactions, Timing, and Temperament to Account for Adolescent Change

Tom Hollenstein and Jessica P. Lougheed
After more than a century, storm and stress continues to be the dominant framework for understanding adolescent development. The authors argue that this vestigial 19th-century concept has outlived its usefulness and propose an alternative framework encompassing the range and complexity of social, emotional, cognitive, and behavioral changes of this period with a model to guide adolescent development research in the 21st century.

Helen A. Neville, Germine H. Awad, James E. Brooks, Michelle P. Flores, and Jamie Blumen
The authors contend that racial color-blindness is a cloak that explains away racial inequalities. Increasingly understood as a transmuted form of racial discrimination, the concept is examined in its manifestations of color-evasion and power-evasion. This interdisciplinary synthesis articulates four types of racial color-blindness in relation to increased racial prejudice, anger, and fear.
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